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886.
ON THE SURFACES WITH PLANE OR SPHERICAL CURVES

OF CURVATURE.

[From the American Journal of Mathematics, vol. xι. (1889), pp. 71—98; pp. 293—306.]
The theory is considered in two nearly cotemporaneous papers—Bonnet, “ Memoire sur les surfaces dont les lignes de courbure sont planes ou sph^riques,” Jour, de 

l' Ji cole Polyt., t. xx. (1853), pp. 117—306, and Serret, “Memoire sur les surfaces dont toutes les lignes de courbure sont planes ou spheriques,” Lionville, t. xviii. (1853), pp. 113—162. I desire to reproduce in a more compact form, and with some additional developments, the chief results obtained in these elaborate memoirs.The basis of the theory is a theorem by Lancret, 1806. In any curve described upon a surface, the angle between the osculating planes at consecutive points is equal to the difference of the angles between the osculating planes and the corresponding tangent planes of the surface.This includes as a particular case JoachimsthaΓs theorem, Grelle, t. xxx. (1846): If a surface have a plane curve of curvature, then at any point thereof the angle between the plane of the curve and the tangent plane of the surface has a constant value.Bonnet and Serret each deduce the like theorem for a spherical curve of curvature, viz.: If a surface have a spherical curve of curvature, then at any point thereof the angle between the tangent plane of the sphere and the tangent plane of the surface has a constant value. Bonnet (Memoire, p. 235) says that this follows from Lancret’s theorem. Serret (Memoire, p. 128) obtains it, by the transformation by reciprocal radius vectors, from JoachimsthaΓs theorem.
I remark that the theorem for a spherical curve of curvature, and (as a particular case thereof) that for a plane curve of curvature, are obtained at once from the most elementary geometrical considerations, viz. if we have (in the same plane or in 
c. XII. 76
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602 ON THE SURFACES WITH PLANE OR [886different planes) the two isosceles triangles NPP', OPP' on a common base PP', then the angle OPN is equal to the angle 0P'N. For take P, P' consecutive points on a spherical curve of curvature; then at P, P' the normals of the surface meet in a point N^, and the normals (or radii) of the sphere meet in the centre 0, and we have angle OPN = angle 0P'N, that is, at each of these points the inclination of the normal of the surface to the normal of the sphere has the same value; and this value being thus the same for any two consecutive points, must be the same foι∙ all points of the curve of curvature. The proof applies to the plane curve of curvature; but in this case, the fundamental theorem may be taken to be, a line at right angles to the base 
PP' of the isosceles triangle NPP' is equally inclined to the two equal sides 
NP, NP'.A surface may have one set of its curves of curvature plane or spherical. To include the two cases in a common formula, the equation may be written
k = 1 in the case of a sphere, = 0 in that of a plane; and the expression a sphere may be understood to include a plane. I write in general Λ, B, C to denote the cosines of the inclinations of the normal of the surface at the point (zr, y, z) to the axes of coordinates (consequently + + = 1). Hence considering a surface, andwriting down the equations 
where (a, b, c, u, Γ) are regarded as functions of a parameter t. The first of these equations is that of a variable sphere; and the second equation expresses that at a point of intersection of the surface with the sphere, the inclination of the tangent plane of the surface to the tangent plane of the sphere has a constant value I, viz. this is a value depending only on the parameter t, and therefore constant for all points of the curve of intersection of the sphere and surface; by what precedes, the curve of intersection is a curve of curvature of the surface, and the surface will thus have a set of spherical curves of curvature.Supposing the surface defined by means of expressions of its coordinates (zr, y, z) as functions of two variable parameters, we may for one of these take the parameter t which enters into the equation of the sphere; and if the other parameter be called θ, then the expressions of the coordinates are of the form x, y, z = x (i, θ'), y (t, θ), z (t, θ) respectively ; these give equations dx, dy, dz = adt + a'dθ, bdt + b'dθ, cdt + c'dθ, where of course (a, b, c, a', b', c) are in general functions of t, θ∖ and we have A, B, G proportional to be — b'c, ca' — da, ab' — a'b, viz. the values are equal to these expressions each divided by the square root of the sum of their squares. In order that the surface may have a set of spherical curves of curvature, the above three equations must be satisfied identically by means of the values of

a, b, c, u, I, A, B, C, x, y, z.
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886] SPHERICAL CURVES OF CURVATURE. 603as functions of (t, θ); and it may be seen without difficulty that we are thereby led to a partial differential equation of the first order for the determination of the surface. But I do not at present further consider this question of the determination of a surface having one set of its curves of curvature (plane or) spherical.Suppose now that there is a second set of (plane or) spherical curves of curvature. We have in like manner 
where ∕c is = 1 or = 0 according as the curves are spherical or plane, and (a, β, γ, v, λ) are functions of a variable parameter θ. We take the t of the former set of equations and the θ of these equations as the two parameters in terms of which the coordinates 
{x, y, z) are expressed. This being so (the former equations being satisfied as before), if these equations are satisfied identically by the values of α, β, 7, v, λ, A, B, G, x, y, z as functions of (i, θ∖ then the surface will have its other set of curves of curvature also spherical. It will be recollected that by hypothesis α, b, c, u, I are functions of the parameter t only, and that α, β, y, υ, λ functions of the parameter θ only. The foregoing equations, together with the assumed relations 
are the “ six equations ” for the determination of a surface having its two sets of curves of curvature each of them (plane or) spherical.Assuming now the values of a, b, c, I, u as functions of t, and α, β, y, λ, v as functions of θ, the question at once arises whether we can then satisfy the six equations. These equations other than Adx-∖-Bdy + Gdz = 0, ar say the five equations, in effect determine any five of the eight quantities Λ, B, G, x, y, z, t, θ, in terms of the remaining three, say they determine Λ, B, G, t, θ as functions of x, y, z'. we thus have a differential equation Adx-{■ Bdy + Gdz=0, wherein A, B, G are to be regarded asgiven functions of {x, y, z}. kxi equation of this form is not in general integrable;and if the equation in question be not integrable, then clearly the system of equations cannot be satisfied by any value of z as a function of {x, y'), or, what is the samething, by any values of (zr, y, z) as functions of (i, ff). We thus arrive at the condition that the equation may be integrable, viz, the condition is
If this be satisfied, then we have an integral equation / = 0 (containing a constant of integration which is an absolute constant) and which is, in fact, the equation of the required surface. But it is proper to look at the question someivhat differently. Supposing that the condition V = 0 is satisfied, then we have the integral equation / = 0, and this equation, together with the five equations, in effect determine any six of the quantities A, B, G, x, y, z, t, θ in terms of the remaining two of them, or, what 76—2 
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604 ON THE SURFACES WITH PLANE OR [886is the same thing, they determine a relation between any three of these quantities. We can, from the five equations and their differentials, and from the equation 
Adx-G Bdy + Gdz~Q, obtain a differential equation between any three of the eight quantities; and it has just been seen that corresponding hereto we have an integral relation between the same three quantities; that is, the condition V = 0 being satisfied, we can from the six equations obtain between any three of the quantities A, B, G, x, y, z, t, θ a linear differential equation of the foregoing form (for instance Zdz + Tdt + Θ∕d = 0, where Z, T, Θ are given functions of z, t, θ') which will ipso facto be integrable, furnishing between z, t, θ an integral equation which may be used instead of the before-mentioned integral equation /=0. And we thus have (without any further integration) in all six equations which serve to determine any six of the quantities 
A, B, G, X, y, z, t, θ in terms of the remaining two. It is often convenient to seek in this way for the expressions of (A, B, G and) x, y, z as functions of t, θ, in preference to seeking for the integral equation / = 0 between the coordinates x, y, z.The condition V = 0 is in fact the condition which expresses that at any point of the surface the two curves of curvature intersect at right angles. Serret (and after him Bonnet) in effect obtain the condition by the assumption of this geometrical relation, without showing that the geometrical relation is in fact the necessary condition for the coexistence of the six equations. They give the condition in the form 
dxbx + dyby + dz^z = 0, where dx, dy, dz are the increments of («, y, z) along one of the curves of curvature, and ^x, by, bz the increments along the other curve of curvature. The equations give 
and similarly
We thence have 
and
We have thus the required condition, in a form which is readily changed into 
and writing herein A^-}-B'^ + G~^=l, this becomes 
that is.
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886] SPHERICAL CURVES OF CURVATURE. 605I proceed to show that this is the condition V = 0 for the integrability of the differential equation A dx + Bdy + Gdz = 0. Writing as before 
we have from the six equations

where a^, όι, Cj, denote derived functions in regard to t, and a', β', <y', ∖', υ'derived functions in regard to θ. Putting for shortness 
we readily obtain 

say this is 

or, introducing further abbreviations, and writing down the analogous values of ∩d,B and Ω,dC, we have
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606 ON THE SURFACES WITH PLANE OR [886We hence find

cZC∖ termwithout i or Λ is found to be 

which is
Next, the coeflficient of p is 

which is 
if for shortness 
and similarly, the coefficient of is 
which is
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886] SPHERICAL CURVES OF CURVATURE. 607We thus obtain 
and similarly 

hence multiplying by A, B, G and adding, we obtain 
where the first four terms are together 
viz. these destroy each other, and the equation becomes
But we have 
which isor we find 
viz. the condition V = 0 is 
the result which was to be proved.If we consider separately the cases where the two sets of curves of curvature are each plane, the first plane and the second spherical, and each of them spherical; or say the cases PP, P8 and >SVS*, then in these cases respectively the condition is

we have, in each case, to take the italic letters functions of t and the greek letters functions of θ, satisfying identically the appropriate equation, but otherwise arbitrary; and then, in each case, the six equations lead to a differential equation Adx-vBdy-i∙Gdz= 0 (or say Zdz + Tdt + = 0) between three variables, which equation is ipso facto 
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608 ON THE SURFACES WITH PLANE OR [886integrable; and we thus obtain a new integral equation which, with the original five integral equations, gives the solution of the problem. The condition is, in each case, of the form ∑αα = 0, the number of terms αα being 4, 5 or 6. Considering for instance the form
with 6 terms, it is easy to see how such an equation is to be satisfied by values of a, b, c, d, e, f which are functions of t, and values of α, β, γ, δ, e, φ which are functions of θ. Suppose that are particular values of t, and a^, bι,...,fγ^,
cii, b2,...,fi, the corresponding values of a,h,...,f, these values being of course absolute constants; we have α, β, ..., φ, functions of θ, satisfying all the equations 
and if 6 or more of these equations were independent, the equations could, it is clear, be satisfied only by the values α = ∕3 = γ = δ = e = φ = 0. To obtain a proper solution, only some number less than 6 of these equations can be independent. Suppose, for instance, that only two of the equations are independent; we then have α, β, γ, δ, e, φ functions of θ satisfying these equations, but otherwise arbitrary; or, what is the same thing, we may take α, β, γ, δ, e, φ linear functions of 6 — 2, = 4 arbitrary functions, say P, Q, R, S oι θ∙, yve have 

where the suffixed greek letters denote absolute constants; and this being so, in order to satisfy the proposed equation aa + bβ + cy + d8 + ee + fφ = 0, we must have 

viz. a, b, c, d, e, f will then be functions of t satisfying these four equations, but otherwise arbitrary. The above is a solution for the partition 2 + 4 of the number 6. We have in like manner a solution for any other partition of 6; or if we disregard the extreme cases α= b — c = d = e ≈f= 0 and α = ∕3 = γ = δ = e = φ = 0, then we have in this manner solutions for the several partitions 15, 24, 33, 42 and 51 of the number 6.But applying this theory to the actual problem, there is a good deal of difficulty as regards the enumeration of the really distinct cases. I use the letters P, S to denote that a set of curves of curvature is plane or spherical as the case may be.
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886] SPHERICAL CURVES OF CURVATURE. 609the surfaces to be considered are thus PP, PS, and >S>S. First, for the PP problem where the equation is aa + bβ + cγ — Zλ = 0 : the two systems (a, h, c, ι} and (a, β, λ) are symmetrically related to each other, and instead of the solutions 13, 22 and 81, it is sufficient to consider the solutions 13 and 22. But here (a, b, c, ι) are not a system of four symmetrically related functions, (a, b, c) are a symmetrical system, and Z is a distinct term: and the like for the system (a, β, γ, λ). In the PS problem, where the equation is aa + bβ + c>y — l∖ + = 0, and thus the systems(a, b, c, I, u), {a, β, <y, λ, 1) are of different forms, we should consider the solutions 14, 23, 32 and 41: but here again, in each of the systems separately, the terms are not symmetrically related to each other. Lastly, in the >8>8 problem where the equation is aa + bβ + cγ — Zλ + it + υ= 0: the systems (a, b, c, I, u, 1) and (a, β, y, λ, 1, υ) are of the same form, it is enough to consider the solutions lδ, 24 and 33; but in this case also, in each of the systems separately, the terms are not symmetrically related to each other. I do not at present further consider the question, but simply adopt Serret’s enumeration.It is to be remarked that for a developable (but not for a skew surface) the generating lines may be curves of curvature, and regarding the generating lines as plane curves we might have developables PP or PS; but a straight line is not a curve in a determinate plane, and it is better to consider the case apart from the general theory. Again, the curves of curvature of one set or those of each set may be circles; and a circle may be regarded either as a plane or a spherical curve; regarding it, however, as a spherical curve, it is a curve not in a determinate sphere. The cases in question, of the curves of curvature of the one set or of those of each set being circles, are therefore also to be considered apart from the general theory. The surfaces referred to present themselves for consideration among Serret’s cases 
PP, 1®, 2°, 3®; PS, 1®, 2®, 3®, 4®, 5®, 6®, 7®; and SS, 1®, 2®·, 3®, 4®; but they are excluded from his enumeration, and he in fact reckons in his “ Conclusion,” ρp. 161, 162, two kinds of surfaces PP, three kinds PS, and two kinds >8>S.It is very easily seen that, if a surface has a plane or a spherical curve of curvature, then on any parallel surface the corresponding curve is a plane or a spherical curve of curvature: and thus if a surface be PP, PS, or >S¾ then the parallel surfaces are respectively PP, PS, or >S∖S'. The solutions obtained include for the most part all the parallel surfaces, and thus there is no occasion to make use of this theorem; but see in the continuation of the present paper the case considered under the subheading post, PS, 4® = Serret’s third case of PS.If a surface have a plane or a spherical curve of curvature, then transforming the surface by reciprocal radius vectors (or inverting in regard to an arbitrary point), then in the transformed surface the corresponding curve is a spherical curve of curvature. Hence if a surface be PP, PS or SS, the transformed surface is ∕S>8. Conversely, as shown by Bonnet and Serret, and as will appear, every surface >S>8 is in fact an inversion of a surface PP or PS.I proceed to the enumeration, developing the theory only in regard to the two, three, and two, cases PP, PS and >S>S respectively.

c. XII. 77
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610 ON THE SURFACES WITH PLANE OR [886

PP, The Two Sets of Curves of Curvature each Plane.The six equations are 

the condition is not containing u or v, so that these remain arbitrary functions of t, θ respectively. The cases are 

m, is an arbitrary constant; and in the body of the table, c is an arbitrary function of t, and α, γ, λ arbitrary functions of Θ.

PP, 1® is Serret’s first case of PP, included in his second case.
PP, 2® gives a developable.
PP, 3® is Serret’s second case of PP.I consider the case

PP, 8® = Serret's Second Case of PP.Writing for greater symmetry m=g, f that /^=1; also m∖ = <y, and consequently λ = f<y, we take c and <y for the two parameters respectively, or write 
c = t, <y = θ∖ also changing the letters v, we write 
and the six equations thus are
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886] SPHERICAL CURVES OF CURVATURE. 611We seek for the differential equation in z, t, θ. We have 
and thence
that is, 
or multiplying by 1 + i≡ + and completing the square, 

if 

and thence, giving a determinate sign to the square root, say 
an equation which may also be written
In fact, observing that = we deduce from the original form 

or throwing out the factor + and reducing, we have the required value; and thence forming the values of Λ and B, v/e have 
we have, moreover.

77—2 
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612 ON THE SURFACES WITH PLANE OR [886or differentiating, and writing and IΓ for the derived functions in regard to 
t and θ respectively,
The equation Λdx + Bdy + Cdz = 0 thus becomes 
viz. this is 
or collecting.
that is, 
which is an integrable form as it should be; viz. the equation is 
and we obtain
the constant of integration being considered as included in the integral. But it is proper to alter the form of the second term. Take F, Φ arbitrary functions of t, Θ respectively: and writing F^, Φ' for the derived functions: assume P = ∏ =*^ ;we have

In fact, this will be true if only 
which are equations of like form in t, θ respectively; it will be sufficient to verify the first of them. Effecting the differentiation, the terms in destroy each other, and there remain only terms containing the factor F^; throwing this out, we obtain
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886] SPHERICAL CURVES OF CURVATURE. 613viz. this is 
which is identically true, and the equation is thus verified.The foregoing result is 
we then have 
and hence, repeating also the equation for z, 

equations which give the values of the coordinates x, y, z in terms of the parameters 
t, θ. It will he recollected that fg=l {f or g being arbitrary), then the values of T, Θ are 
and that F, Φ denote arbitrary functions of t, θ respectively. I repeat also the foregoing equations
The equations may be presented under a different form ; we have

where it will be observed that the second and third equations are the derivatives of the first equation in regard to t and θ respectively. We thus have the required surface as the envelope of the plane represented by the first equation, regarding therein t, θ as variable parameters. Moreover, the second equation (which containsonly the paranieter t} represents the planes of the curves of curvature of the oneset; and the third equation (which contains only the parameter θ} represents theplanes of the curves of curvature of the other set. It is to be observed that, from 
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614 ON THE SURFACES WITH PLANE OR [886the equations for I, λ, viz. A+tC = gt and B+ΘC=fθ, then for any plane of the first set the inclination to a tangent plane of the surface is = cos^^ f

fθany plane of the second set the inclination is = cos~^ .√1 +It may be remarked that the last-mentioned results may be arrived at by the consideration of an equation Λα; + By + Cz-V D = 0, where the coefficients are functions of t and d (A a function of t only, and B a function of θ only), such that the derived equations Aio; + G^z -∖- = and B'x + G'z + D' = () depend the former of themupon t only, and the latter of them upon θ only.A very simple case of the equation is when f=g = l∖ here ?’=(“)= 1, and the surface is the envelope of the plane z — tx— θy + F+ Φ = 0.Returning to the general form
I transform this, by introducing therein in place of t, θ two variable parameters α, β which are such that ka. = — tT, kβ = dΘ ^k a constant which is presently put = ; we find 
and thence
or putting k = ., these last values are

^f-9

and we hence obtain 

say this is
where λ = , μ = , and therefore λ≡ — α≡ = 1 or μ= v∖≡ — 1.√∕-i'Hence writing + Φ = A; (A + R), k times the sum of two arbitrary functions of α and β respectively, the equation becomes
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886] SPHERICAL CURVES OF CURVATURE. 615viz. the surface is given as the envelope of this plane considering α, β as two variable parameters. This is the solution given by Darboux, Lecons sur la theorie 
gdnerale des surfaces, &c., t. ι., Paris, 1887, pp. 128—131. He obtains it in a very elegant manner, starting from the following theorem : Take Λ, Λι, &c., functions of the parameter a, and £, £^, &c., functions of the parameter β', then, if we have identically 
the required surface will be obtained as the envelope of the plane 
where Λ, £ are two new iunctions of α, β respectively.The foregoing identity is the condition in order that each sphere of the oneseries {x — {y — + {z — = may touch each sphere of the other series
{x — £f + (2/- £^^ + ~ = j fhe two series of spheres thus envelope one andthe same surface which will have its curves of curvature of each set circles: viz. thiswill be the surface of the fourth order called Dupiu’s Cyclide, the normals whereof passthrough an ellipse and hyperbola which are focal curves one of the other, and which contain the centres of all the spheres touching the surface along its curves of curvature. The equations of the ellipse and the hyperbola may be taken to be 
respectively, and we thence obtain the required PP surface as the envelope of the plane

The Case PP, 1® = 8erret's First Case of PP.We deduce this from the second case by writing therein m = 0, that is, g = Q, 
f = 00; but it is necessary to make also a transformation upon the parameter θ, viz. in place thereof we introduce the new parameter φ, where θ'^ = -. This gives 
and thence
We have also T = =——when σ=0, and substituting these values,√∕'+(∕-S')i≈ √∕√l+i≡. η ∙ 2^+ Φconsidering Φ as a function of φ, and for F+Φ writing as we may do , theequation becomes — i <bυ z F + Φ
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616 ON THE SURFACES WITH PLANE OR [886where the divisor ff is to be omitted. Hence finally, instead of φ restoring the original letter θ, and again considering Φ as a function of θ, the equation is 
viz. here F, Φ are arbitrary functions of t, θ respectively, and the surface is the envelope of this plane considering i, θ as variable.We obtain an imaginary special form of PP, 1®, by writing in this equation kθ for 
θ and then putting k = ∞ ; the Φ remains an arbitrary function of the new 6, and the equation is
(¾Ξ=√-ι as usual). This is, in fact, the equation which is obtained from PP, 3® by simply writing therein ^ = 0 without the transformation upon θ.

PS, The Sets of Curves of Curvature, the First Plane, the Second Spherical.The six equations are

The condition is 
not containing υ, so that this remains an arbitrary function of θ. The cases are
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886] SPHERICAL CURVES OF CURVATURE. 617where m is an arbitrary constant; in the body of the table, the other italic letters are arbitrary functions of t, and the greek letters arbitrary functions of θ.

PS, 1® is Serret’s first case of PS, included in his second case.
PS, 2® gives developable.
PS, 3® is Serret’s second case of PS.

PS, 4® is Serret’s third case of PS.

PS, gives circular sections (surfaces of revolution).
PS, 6® gives circular sections (tubular surfaces).
PS, gives circular sections.I consider

PS, 3® = Serret’s Second Case of PS.The six equations are 

where a, b, c are assumed such that α≡ + fr-+c^- = l. We easily obtain 
and thencewherealso

We seek for the differential equation in G, t, θ. From the equation 
and attending towe deduce

C. XII. 78
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618 ON THE SURFACES WITH PLANE OR [886and we have herein to substitute for dA, dB their values in terms of dC, dt, dθ. We have 
if for shortnessHence
We find without difficulty, 
and consequently,
Substituting these values, we have 
viz. this is
The coefficient of dG contains a term — {ax + by + cz} c √Ω which is =0. Moreover, we have 
and then 

which, observing that the terms in Cφ √∩ destroy each other, and that we have 
gives
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886] SPHERICAL CURVES OF CURVATURE, 619and the equation becomes

Here the coefficient of dG is
or, substituting for z — (C* + 7n)√∩ its value , and observing that∩ + ((7 + = (1 — cW)(l — c≡), this coefficient is found to be
and we have

or, as this may be written.
where from the foregoing value of ∩ we have identically
Here α, 6, c are functions of i; and we have thus the required differential equation in G, t, θ.It is convenient to multiply by the constant factor Vi — m?. The first term is an exact differential, viz. writingsin and therefore cos ∣we have
as may easily be verified. And the second and third terms are obviously the differentials of a function of t and a function of θ respectively. But to obtain the integral functions, a transformation of each term is required.

78—2
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620 ON THE SURFACES WITH PLANE OR [886

First, for the term take a, b, c functions of t which are(1 — c^) vl —such that a2+b2 + c2 = l; and then writing aj, bj, Cj for the derived functions so that aaι + bbl + cci = 0, we assume a', b', c'= Faj, Fbι, Fci where = aι≡ + b∕ + Cj≡; we have therefore aa' + bb' + cc' = 0, and + b'≡ + c'^ = 1; and then Λvriting o!', b", c" = be' — b'c, ca'-c'a, ab'-aΙb respectively, we haveaa" + bb"+cc" = 0, a'a" + b'b" + c'c" = 0, a"≡ + b"≡ + c"≡ = 1;thus a, b, c, a', b', e', a", b", c" are a set of rectangular coefficients. We then write 
determining p so that ψ Js ^.2 _ g^g above, viz. we thus have
Observe that we thus haveWriting now , and therefore sin Twe find that

The verification is somewhat long, but it is very interesting. We have 
or observing that c" = ab' — a'b, = F (abι — a^b), de = c^dt, this is 
where we have 
also from aaj + bbj + cci = 0, we have aι≡ + bj^ + Cι≡ + aa∏ + bbn + cc∏ = 0, and we thence obtain
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886] SPHERICAL CURVES OF CURVATURE. 621the term in [ ] is found to be = — Cχ {a∏ (bcj — bjc) + b∏ (caj - Cja) + c∏ (abj — ajb)}, hence Cj appears as a factor of the whole expression; and reducing the part independent of rn, we find
Next, calculating the value of adb — bda, we have
or, as these may be written.
and we thence easily obtain
viz. the factor in { } has the same value as in the expression for dT, and we thus have
that is.
the required equation.Secondly, for the term we introduce Φ a function of θ, such thatwriting Φ' for the derived function we have
whence also
Then writing

we find
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622 ON THE SURFACES WITH PLANE OR [886that IS, 
and similarly
that is,
Hence

the required equation.We find, moreover,
which will be presently useful.The differential equation now is dζ — dT + (ZΘ — iZΘo — 0, hence the integral equation (taking the constant of integration =0) is ξ'=7^-Θ + Θθ, or say
viz. substituting for sin T and cos T their values, and observing that
the factor multiplies out, and we have
And I further remark here that a former equation is
that is,
We thus have
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886] SPHERICAL CURVES OF CURVATURE. 623We have thus G, and consequently also A, B, x, y, z, all of them given as functions of t, θ; but the formulae admit of further development.Write
We have C (1 — me) + m = a, and hence (1 + cm) {(7 (1 — me) + m}, = (1 + cm) e,= (c + m) cos (Θ — Θq) — c'' V1 — m^^ sin (Θ — Θθ), Using the value of G given by this equation, and calculating from it those of A, B; then writing for shortness 

we have 
to which I join
Bv wav of verification, observe that A^ + B^+G^=l, and that the equations srive 
we have 
and hence the identity

Proceeding to calculate the values of x, y, z, recollecting that 
we have 
that is,
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624 ON THE SURFACES WITH PLANE OR [886where the term contains the factor 1 + c,m; in fact, this is
The coeιħcιent of the cosine is 
and similarly the coefficient of Vl — ∙zn≡, multiplied by the sine, is
Calculating in like manner the values of y and z, and putting for shortness 
we have

which are the required expressions oi x, y, z in terms oi t and σ. it win he noticed that X, Xj, F, Fι, Z, Z^, each contain a term with cos(Θ-©o) and one with sin (© — ©„); but as the terms in JTj, Fj, are each multiplied by >∖∕θ+ -l)(∣r,the cosine and sine terms of X, X^, of F, Fj and of Z, Z^ do not in any case unite into a single term.I remark that we have identically
The foregoing values of x, y, z thus satisfy ax + by + cz = 0, which is one of the six equations. The others of them might be verified without difficulty. I recall that we have α, b, c = - (a' + wb"), - (b' — ms!'}, i c'; the six equations might therefore be 

PPPwritten
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886] SPHERICAL CURVES OF CURVATURE. 625

The Case PS, 1® = Serret's First Case of PS.This is at once deduced from PS, 3® by writing therein m = 0; the formulae are a good deal more simple. We introduce, as before, the rectangular coefficients a, b, c, a', b', c', a", b", c"; and the values of a, b, c then are a', b', c,'. The six equations, using therein these values for a, b, c, are

The function Φ is such that
We have 

and thence
Also

We have 

and then 

which are the expressions of the coordinates in terms of the parameters t and θ.
c. XII. 79
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626 ON THE SURFACES WITH PLANE OR [886I consider next the case
PS, 4® = Serret’s Third Case of PS.The six 'equations are 

where θ has been written in place of γ; m, is a given constant; a, b, I are functions of t; υ is a function of θ. The equation ax-∖-by = Im evidently denotes that the planes of the plane curves of curvature are all of them parallel to the axis of z, or, what is the same thing, they envelope a cylinder; in the particular case m = 0, they all of them pass through the axis of z. In the general case, the required surface is the parallel surface, at the normal distance m, to the surface which belongs to the particular case m = 0. This is not assumed in the investigation which follows; but it will be readily perceived how the theorem is involved in, and in fact proved by, the investigation.I obtain the solution synthetically as follows:Taking T, a, b functions of t, a≡ + b≡ = 1; 7∖, a,, bj their derived functions, 
'P2aaj + bbl = 0 ; ∩ = τ⅛ + a? + bι≡; Θ a function of θ, Θ' its derived function.

and therefore P^ + = 1; then writing

where + + = 1, we assume
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886] SPHERICAL CURVES OF CURVATURE. 627equations which determine x, y, z as functions of the parameters t and θ. As will presently be shown, we have A^dx + B^dy-{∙ Cadz= 0 ; and we have thus A, B, G = Ao, ^o, 5and this beine· so, we easily verify the six equations

which are the six equations of the problem with the values < 2u = m? + M^, for a, b, I and 2u.
We in fact at once obtain the third equation and thencethe second equation bzr — ay = m (bAθ — αBq), =m equation,we have

since (Aθa + Aθb) P + GqQ = 0 ; and for the fourth equation, we have
It remains only to prove the assumed equation Agdx + B^dy + Godz = Q. Writing for a moment X, Y. Z = s^MP, }^MP, θ + MQ, ^e have

We have thus to show tha
say we have
then the required values of Ag, Bq, Go are proportional to qr' — qr, rp' — r'p, pq' —p'q, and the sum of their squares is = 1. Writing for shortness MP = R, MQ = S, we have

79—2
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6 2 8  O N  T H E  S U R F A C E S WI T H  P L A N E  O R

h e n c e

H e r e

a n d h e n c e  

m o r e o v e r,  f r o m t h e v al u e s of  P  a n d Q,  w e  h a v e  

a n d t h e n c e 

al s o  

a n d c o n s e q u e ntl y

H e n c e  t h e f o r e g oi n g e x p r e s si o n s f o r q r'  —  q r,  r ρ' —  r' p, p q'  —  p' q e a c h c o nt ai n t h e f a ct o r 

M P  ( Q +  M'}  ∖ o mitti n g  t hi s f a ct o r, t h e e x p r e s si o n s a r e

t h e s u m of t h e s q u a r e s of t h e s e v al u e s i s =  +  ⅛  bι ,̂ =  Ω,  a n d w e  h a v e t h u s

t h e r e q ui r e d v al u e s
1  ( r n ∖

w hi c h  c o m pl et e s t h e p r o of.

w w w.r ci n. or g. pl



886] SPHERICAL CURVES OF CURVATURE. 629In the case m = 0, the solution is
Bonnet, in the paper {Jour. Ecole Polyt. t. xx.) referred to at the beginning of this memoir, gives for this case (see p. 199) a solution which he says is equivalent to that obtained by Joachimsthal in the paper “ Demonstrationes theorematum ad superficies curvas spectantium,” Crelle, t. xxx. (1846), pp. 347—350; viz. JoachimsthaΓs form is

where L, M denote arbitrary functions of the parameters λ, μ respectively. To identify these with the foregoing form, I write

we thus have
and thence
Moreover,
and thence the first term of z is = ; or observing that
this is
or we have
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630 ON THE SURFACES WITH PLANE OR [886Here
But writing
we have 

and thence
and consequently 
and the value of z thus is 
which completes the identification.Bonnet’s formulae just referred to, making a slight change of notation and correcting a sign, are 

where Γ, Θ are arbitrary functions of the paι∖^meters c, θ respectively. To identify these with JoachimsthaΓs, write 
we have
and similarly
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886] SPHERICAL CURVES OF CURVATURE. 631Moreover, the first term of z is 
or since = i (c + Θ) — ic, and thence 
this isand we have
But from the equation ∕x = — Γ' cosec ic, obtain 
whence
and thence 
that is,
and consequently 
which completes the identification of Bonnet’s formula with JoachimsthaΓs.

■ >S>S, The Sets of Curves of Curvature each Spherical.The six equations are 

the condition being
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632 ON THE SURFACES ΛΛHTH PLANE OR [886The cases are 

where m, nι', m", mf" are constants; b, c, I functions of Z; a, β, γ, λ functions of θ.

SS, 1® gives circles (i.e. the curves of curvature of one set are circles).
SS, 2® is Serret’s first case of ∕S>8.>SaS∖ 3® gives circles.>8>8, 4® is Serret’s second case of *8>S.

aS∖S, 2® = Serret’s First Case of 88.Writing for convenience m' = -f'∖ the six equations are

where m, f are constants; c, I are functions of Z; a, β, ∖ functions of θ. The firstset of spheres have no points in common, but the second set have in common thetwo points ic=0, y= 0, .s=±/ Hence inverting (by reciprocal radius vectors) with one of these points, say (0, 0,/) as centre, the spheres of the first set will continue spheres, but the spheres of the second set will be changed into planes, and therequired surface is thus the inversion of a surface F8, which is in fact P8, 3 :say this surface F8 is the “Inversion” of xSaS. We invert by the formulae

Writing the equation for the second set of spheres in the form 
the transformed equation is at once found to be
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886] SPHERICAL CURVES OF CURVATURE. θS3or say 
viz. this gives the planes of the Inversion.Similarly for the first set of spheres, writing the equation in the form 
the transformed equation is found to be 
viz. this is
which gives the spheres of the Inversion. The two equations take a more simple form if we write therein = 2f -; viz. they then become 
or, say these are

Interchanging the parameters so as to have t in the first equation and θ in the second equation, these are of the form
where α≡ + + = 1; and the Inversion is thus a surface PS, 3®.

>S>S, 4® = Serret's Second Case of SS.Writing for convenience m' = — mf m,''' = ⅜ (e≡ + ∕≡), mirb" = — g, and therefore m'nι' =fg, the six equations are 

where e, f, g, m are constants; b, c are functions of i; a, functions of θ.
C. XΠ. 80
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634 ON THE SURFACES WITH PLANE OR [886The spheres of the first set pass all of them through the two points 
and those of the second set pass all of them through the two points 
where observe that these are such that 
viz. the distance of each point of the first pair from each point of the second pair is =0. The pairs of points are one real, the other imaginary: but this is quite consistent with the reality of the spheres.The first pair of points lies in a line parallel to the axis of x, meeting the axisof z at the point z = g; and the second pair in a line parallel to the axis of y,cutting the axis of z at the point z-=f. It is clear that we can, without loss ofgenerality, by moving the origin along the axis of z, in effect make g to be = -f∙,the equations of the two sets of spheres thus become 
or, if in these equations for e≡ we write e≡ _ 2y≡, the equations become 
which are very symmetrical forms.The spheres of the first set pass through the two points 
and those of the second set through the two points 
where, of course, the two pairs of points are related as is mentioned above.By taking as centre of inversion a point of the first pair, we invert the first set of spheres into planes and the second set into spheres; and similarly, by taking a point of the second pair, we invert the first set of spheres into spheres and the second set into planes. By reason of the symmetry of the system, it is quite indifferent which point is chosen; and taking it to be a point of the second pair, and writing for convenience w = Ve≡ — (w is, in fact, the quantity originally denoted by e), thenthe points of the first pair are 
and I take for centre of inversion the point (0, n, f}.
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886] SPHERICAL CURVES OF CURVATURE. 635Observe that, if e = 0, /= 0, then the four points coincide at the origin, and takingthis as centre of inversion, the two sets of spheres are each changed into planes,and the Inversion of the surface is thus a surface PP; this particular case will be considered further on, but I first consider the general case.The formul0e of inversion are 
where

Writing the equation of the second set of spheres in the form 
the transformed equation is 
which gives the planes of the Inversion.Similarly, writing the equation of the first set of spheres in the form 
the transformed equation is 
which gives the spheres of the Inversion.Changing the origin, the two equations may be written

I stop to consider a particular case. Suppose n = 0; the equations are 

or, interchanging herein Y and Z, they are
5

80—2
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636 ON THE SURFACES WITH PLANE OR [886

and if for Y we write Y— then the equations become4r

viz. interchanging the parameters so as to have t in the first equation and θ in the second equation, these are of the form
which belong to PS, 4®. Hence, in this particular case, = 0; the Inversion is PS, 4®.Reverting to the general case, and to the two equations obtained above, observe that, in the second of the two equations, the terms in Y, Z have the variable coefficients n — b and f— c, so that it does not at first sight seem as if these terms could by a transformation of coordinates be reduced to a single term.But if, again changing the origin, we write Y— for Y, the two equations become

where, in the second equation, the terms in Y, Z present themselves in the combination — 2fΓ' + nZ with the constant coefficients — 2∕* and n. Hence writing
and consequently — 2∕F⅛ nZ = Vn≡ + Z', and (rfter the transformation) removing theaccents, the equations become

viz. interchanging the parameters so as to have t in the first equation and θ in the . second equation, these are of the form 
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886] SPHERICAL CURVES OF CURVATURE. 637which belong to the case PS, 3®. Hence, in this general case, the Inversion is a surface PS, 3®.I have spoken above of the particular case e = 0, /=0: here the equations of the two sets of spheres are 
which have the origin as a common point. Taking this as the centre of inversion, or writing 
the transformed equations are 
or, interchanging X and Y, say 
which are of the form 
belonging to a surface PP, 3®. Hence, in this case, the Inversion is a surface PP, 3®.It thus appears that the surface <8(8, 4® has an Inversion which is either PS, 3®, 
PS, 4® or PP, 3®. The inversion has in some cases to be performed in regard to an imaginary centre of inversion.It was previously shown that the surface >8>8, 3® had an Inversion PS, 3®, and we thus arrive at the conclusion that a surface SS, with its two sets of curves of curvature each spherical, is in every case the Inversion of a surface PS with one set plane and the other spherical, or else of a surface PP with each set plane. Serret notices that the centre of inversion may be imaginary: this (he says) presents no difficulty, but he adds that it is easy to see that the centres of inversion may be taken to be real, provided that we join to the surfaces thus obtained all the parallel surfaces.It seems to me that there is room for further investigation as to the surfaces >8/8: first, without employing the theory of inversion, it would be desirable to obtain the several forms by direct integration, as was done in regard to the surfaces PP and PS; secondly, starting from the several surfaces PP and PS considered as known forms, it would be desirable to obtain from these, by inversion in regard to an arbitrary centre, or with regard to a centre in any special position, the several forms of the surfaces >8/8. But I do not at present propose to consider either of these questions.
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638 ON THE SURFACES WITH PLANE OR SPHERICAL CURVES OF CURVATURE. [886In conclusion, I remark that I have throughout assumed Serret’s negative conclusions, viz. that the several cases, other than those considered in the present memoir, give only developable surfaces, or else surfaces having circles for one set of their curves of curvature. These being excluded from consideration, there remain
PP, Serret’s two cases PP, lθ, PP, 3®;
P8, his three cases PS, I", PS, 3®, PS, 4®;kS>S, his two cases SS, 2® and >S>S, 4®;but PP, 1® is a particular case of, and so may be included in, PP, 3®; and similarly 

PS, 1® is a particular case of, and may be included in, PS, 3®; the cases considered thus are
PP, 3°; PS, PS, 4«; ≡, 2® and ,8/8, 4®.It would however appear by what precedes that the case ,8,8, 4® includes several cases which it is possible might properly be regarded as distinct; and the classification of the surfaces ,8,8 can hardly be considered satisfactory; it would seem that there should be at any rate 3 cases, viz. the surfaces which are the Inversions of PP, 3®, PS, 3® and PS, 4® respectively.I regard the present memoir as a development of the analytical theory of the surfaces PP, 3®, PS, 3® and PS, 4®.
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